
Our mission is to enhance health, maximize function and transform lives.

Our Values are

Integrity

Compassion

Accountability

Respect

Excellence
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Nursing Education Team Named Quarterly 
DAISY Award Recipient

The Nursing Education Team, Kristen Berg ,Caitlin 
Cote and Rosie Delgado, was named the DAISY 
Award winner for this quarter during National Hospital 
and Nurses' Week. The DAISY Award celebrates the 
extraordinary compassion nurses provide their patients, 
families and peers everyday. 

The Nursing Education Team was nominated by their 
colleagues who state, "Caitlin, Kris and Rosie go above 
and beyond in all they do when it comes to educating 
staff and working with other interdisciplinary teams 
to implement changes. Led by Caitlin Cote, this team 

is always thinking outside the box of ways they can support our staff and improve outcomes.  
One example of this is the BLS marathon- an entire day dedicated to getting our staff ’s BLS 
certification renewed. Nursing validation day is another example of how this team goes above 
and beyond.  You would not believe the excitement that goes on behind the scenes of this event 
from this team. Each year they come up with a theme and they go all out! The nursing education 
team has also worked with pharmacy to educate staff and while transitioning to new med Pyxis’s 
on each unit. To say we are fortunate to have such a dynamic and innovative nursing education 
team at Gaylord is an understatement!" 
                                                                                      To read the full nomination, click here.

Nurse Manager Jillian Mattson Recipient of 
the Nursing Leadership Award 

Congratulations to Jillian Mattson, Nurse Manager on 
Hooker 1 on being the recipient of the Nursing Leadership 
Award! Jillian was nominated by three colleagues.

The first colleague states, "Jill stepped into the role of 
the Nurse Manager in a very challenging time.  Despite 
these challenges, Jill has done an excellent job in her 
new leadership role. She has a friendly, down to earth 
and approachable leadership style. She handles difficult 
situations in a calm and fair manner. Jill supports her staff 
in whatever they need and has been a presence on all shifts.   
Jill is doing a phenomenal job of following up with her new 

staff along with supporting their preceptors. 

http://portal/departments/PR/Intranet%20home%20page%20articles/DAISY%20nomination_Nursing%20Education%20Team_May%202022.pdf?csf=1&e=A6QOxD
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"I've got the 
Golden Ticket!"

Congratulations to the lucky employees 
who found a golden ticket in their 120th 
celebration chocolate bar given out to each 
department during Hospital and Nurses' 
Week. All of the winners were given a 
Gaylord 120 anniversary t-shirt. Here are 
pictures of some of the winners:

CONGRATULATIONS

You are the lucky winner!

 Visit Brooker 316 to pick up your prize.

Nursing Units Show Their Creativity 
for Unit Flag Contest
Hospital Week and Nurses' Week theme was "Let's Go Camping."  
The nurses took on a friendly competition as part of the fun 
by creating their own unit flags to declare their campsites. 
Congratulations to the Hooker 1 Team for winning the flag 
competition. Great job by all the units!
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May 
Better Speech & Hearing Month

Stroke Awareness Month

Jeans for Charity
May 20

Clinical Trials Day
May 20

June 
National Aphasia
Awareness Month

Jeans for Charity
June 3, 17

Ed Expo Deadline
June 11

Gaylord Golf Classic
June 20 

Gaylord Gauntlet
June 25

July
Legacy Week

Employee of the Year

Jeans for Charity
July 1, 15, 29

Volunteer Appreciation Event
July 15

August

Jeans for Charity
August 5, 19

September
National Rehabilitation 

Awareness Week

National Spinal Cord Injury 
Awareness Month

Complex Rehab Technology 
Awareness Week

Jeans for Charity
September 2, 16, 30

Second Annual LPN 
Clinical Excellence 
Award Goes to Kelly 
Gilmore

Congratulations to Kelly 
Gilmore, LPN, on being 
awarded the LPN Clinical 
Excellence Award!

Kelly was nominated by 
her peers who wrote,  
"Kelly's work ethic 
and values as a nurse 
encompass exactly what it 
means to work at Gaylord. 
She is a team player who 
is always willing to help. 
I have seen her work on 

many different units and take on difficult situations 
with a confidence and calmness most people strive 
for. We are lucky to have her at Gaylord."

Nursing Leadership Award continued
She follows new staff closely to ensure they are 
doing well in their transition to Gaylord.  She is 
invested in their success and it shows!"   

The second colleague states, "Jill strives to learn 
new things, she attends conferences and webinars 
to build her knowledge base as a nurse manager. 
Even though she is new to her role, she is still 
one of the first to volunteer to be part of a new 
initiative or pilot along with being one of the first 
to support her colleagues with their issues. It has 
been noted by her staff that Jill “asks what we need 
to successfully complete our jobs” and that she 
“actually listens and takes time to get to know us.”  

The third colleague states, "Jill has been a 
tremendous asset to Hooker 1 and a gift to have 
her a member of our Nursing Leadership team. We 
can only imagine what the future holds for her!"

Spotted: Gaylord Ads 
Around the State

Did you know Gaylord is advertising at golf 
courses and on buses around Connecticut? 
Pictured left: Gaylord PT ad spotted at Hole 
#7 at Hopbrook Golf Course in Naugatuck. 
Pictured right: Gaylord Outpatient Services 

bus ad spotted in New Haven.



Congrats to our Preceptor of the 
Year Award Winners

Jamie Maddalena, RN:

"Jaime spent months precepting me as a new grad and even 
before I took my NCLEX she would talk to me outside of work 
help me study and give me nothing but encouragement. We built 
a strong work relationship and she helped me become the nurse 
I am today. She has been a nurse at Gaylord for many years 
and is an all-around amazing person. We still work side by side 
now and she is always there when me or anyone else needs it. 
There is never a time she says no to anyone." – Brianna Puccino, 
pictured with Jaime. 

"Jaime Maddalena made a huge impact on my transition to role of 
RN. She went over the top to even reach out to me after work and see if I had questions 
and was okay with how the day went. She was more than just a preceptor we built a 
very strong relationship and I will forever be grateful for that. Even now that I am off 
orientation she helps me every day and never once doesn’t ask if I need something. She 
deserves Preceptor of the Year!"

Jessica Mancini, LPN:

"Jessica is one of the most informative preceptors that I have had. 
She really knows the facility's policies and can explain them in a 
way that they are easy to understand. I really do not think I could 
have come off orientation without her training. 

Jess showed up every single shift with a smile and a positive 
attitude. She made my orientation experience a great one and 
was always willing to answer any questions. My transition into 
Gaylord Hospital was smooth with Jess by my side. I feel strong 
and confident in the things that I’ve learned with Jess. Even 
weeks after my orientation, Jess made time to ask me how I was 

doing and even answered some questions I had. She’s really a great example of what a 
nurse represents." 
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October
National Physical Therapy Month

National Case Management Week

National Respiratory Care Week

National Pharmacy Week

Infection Prevention Week

National Patient Account 
Management Week

Jeans for Charity
October 7, 21

November
COPD Awareness Month

National Radiologic 
Technology Week

Jeans for Charity
November 4, 18

December

Jeans for Charity
December 1, 15, 29

January 2023 February
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First Monthly Winner for 
Innovation Submission 
Announced
  

Congratulations to Joy Savulak 
from Public Relations! She is the 
monthly winner for Innovation 
submission. She suggested 
looking into the metaverse for 
programing opportunities and 
won $25 Gaylord bucks for her 
effort!  Look out for next month’s 
raffle winner! 

You could be the 
next winner by 
submitting an 
innovative idea 
today! Scan the 
code to let us 
know!

CHECK OUT SOME HOSPITAL AND 
NURSES' WEEK PHOTOS ON PAGE 5

May is
STROKE

 AWARENESS MONTH

347 485 15,648
INPATIENTS OUTPATIENTS OUTPATIENTS

VISITS

S T R O K E  P R O G R A M  H I G H L I G H T S  F Y ’ 2 1

Know the Sudden 
Signs of Stroke

• Trouble walking
• Trouble seeing
• Weakness on one side
• Trouble speaking
• Face drooping
• Severe headache

If you see someone experiencing any 
of these stroke symptoms, call 911 
immediately. Getting treatment within 
60 minutes can prevent disability.

25 25

Gaylord BucksGreat work! 
Thanks for all you do. This 
dollar amount will appear 

in your next paycheck. 
#GaylordStrong

TWENTY FIVE DOLLARS

STAFF NAME:______________________________________
YOUR NAME:_______________________________________

REASON:__________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

DEPARTMENT:_______________________

DATE:_____/_____/_____
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C L I C K  T O  R E G I S T E R
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06 25 22

Near Misses:
Heroic Efforts From Our Safety-Minded Staff

A near miss is an event that might have resulted in harm but the problem did 
not reach the patient because of timely intervention by our amazing staff. 

The Safety 
Coaches have 
chosen to 
celebrate the 
Near Miss Natalie 
Vaughn, Gaylord’s 
Radiology Tech 
(center), submitted 
in RL Solutions.  
Prior to doing 
a CT Scan with 
Contrast, Natalie 

and her coworkers followed protocol and confirmed the 
consent form was signed and checked no prior reactions 
to contrast. When cross-checking with the patient a 
discrepancy was found, an allergy to iodine contrast.

The team practiced a questioning attitude and used 
the CHAMP tool: stop the line “I need to clarify” and 
prevented harm to our patient.

The following staff helped to improve Gaylord’s Culture of 
Safety in March by submitting a Near Miss in RL Solutions:

• Beth Benigni

• Erica Cutler 

• Pat Haskel

• Raquel Loustaunau

• Claudia Napiorkowska

• Emilia Ozga

• Michelle Saunders

• Phil Silverio

• Madelyn Sola

• Natalie Vaughn

• Allison Weisberger

MAY
Service Awards

Congratulations to the following 
employees for their years of 

service to Gaylord:

20 YEARS
Margaret Conant
Nursing Services

10 YEARS
Ewa Grzymala

Nursing Services

Tracy Houle
Physician Services

5 YEARS
Tara Ferrauolo

Nursing Services

Lorena Johnson
Nursing Services

Kim Tetreault
Inpatient Therapy

Jamie Wortman
Nursing Services

http://WWW.GAYLORDGAUNTLET.ORG
https://runsignup.com/Race/CT/Wallingford/GaylordGauntlet
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CHAMP
AWARDS

Gaylord's 2nd Annual

page 8
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Follow Gaylord Specialty Healthcare on Facebook! 
www.facebook.com/gaylordspecialtyhealthcare

Gaylord is also on YouTube.
www.youtube.com/user/GaylordHealthcare

Follow Gaylord on Twitter.
twitter.com/GaylordHealth

C L I N I C A L  T R I A L S  D AY

Come Celebrate Gaylord’s Clinical 
Researchers!

Friday, May 20, 2022
12 to 1 p.m.

Luscomb Hallway
Join us to celebrate Gaylord’s research
and learn more about all the projects. 

• Hobnob with Gaylord Researchers 
• Discover what research is currently being done
• View completed posters from conferences
• Browse Gaylord authored journal articles 
• Explore ways you can get involved in projects 
• Cast your vote for the best project!

Refreshments will be served.

Jeans for Charity: 
May 20

Friday, May 20 
is the next Jeans 
for Charity Day, 
and the featured 
organization is: 

The Sister's 
Project

“On a mission to 
raise funds in support of cancer patients and their 
families”.

“The Sisters’ Project was founded in 2010 by a 
group of biological sisters and sisters through 
friendship. We are committed to raising funds 
in support of cancer patients and their families 
and focus our efforts on projects within our 
local community. From supporting the local 
Wallingford YMCA cancer recovery program to 
awarding scholarships to local high school seniors 
who have been affected by cancer, and everything 
in between, our goal is to bring a sense of 
tranquility to cancer patients and their families."

For more information, please visit: https://www.
thesistersproject.org/

Employees need a Jeans for Charity 
sticker or button to indicate their 
participation.

Stickers can be purchased for $2 in 
the cafeteria, human resources, Jackson 
2 outpatient, North Haven, Cheshire, 
Cromwell and Madison.

Visit gaylordgauntlet.org 
to sign-up

Volunteers Volunteers 
neededneeded

https://www.thesistersproject.org/
https://www.thesistersproject.org/
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Onsite Biometric 
Screenings*

Date: Wednesday, June 1, 2022
Time: 7am – 12 Noon

Location: Brooker Lecture Hall, First Floor 
Gaylord Specialty Healthcare

50 Gaylord Farm Road, Wallingford

Appointment Required:
https://www.apschedule.com/gaylord22

*Screenings are for all Gaylord employees



Scholarship Winners Announced during 
Hospital and Nurses' Week
Gaylord annually awards education scholarships to staff or their families during Hospital Week. 
Congratulations to all of the winners!

This year the Barbara Chase Lane Scholarship was awarded to three recipients:
• Lauren Houle, daughter of Tracey Houle, APRN in the Wound department. Lauren will be attending 

Hamilton College this fall to study biology and/or neuroscience. Lauren was highly recommended 
by her teachers and was described as "an amazing young woman" and having an "easy going, bright 
personality."

• Kariana Brown works in the Admissions office where she welcomes and registers newly admitted 
inpatients. Kariana is studying psychology at Post University. From her application, Kariana states “I 
have always been committed to completing and furthering my education in order to help establish 
my career in psychology.  Figuring out my calling and purpose in life has been a long and rewarding 
process of learning where I fit into the world and learning what I truly want to do to help the world.”

• Martinia Smith is a per diem nursing assistant on Milne 2 and is studying respiratory care at 
Manchester Community College. She shared that her decision to study respiratory care came while 
working at Gaylord with a Guillain-Barré patient. She says he became over exerted and she stayed with 
him while they waited for an RT. She worked to keep him calm. She noted: “The patient did not want a 
nurse or a doctor. He just wanted to breathe, and he needed the respiratory therapist for that.  I realized 
at that moment that I wanted to become a respiratory therapist where I can play a vital role in making a 
difference in people’s lives.”

                                                                                                                                     Continued on next page

Pictured left to right: Kristen Berg, Lauren Houle,Chrissy Rutigliano, Carrie Micker, 
Martinia Smith and Kariana Brown
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Scholarships continued
This year the Dolly Parisi Scholarship was awarded to one recipient:
• Kristen Berg works in the Nursing Education Department and is pursuing her Masters of Nursing 

at Sacred Heart University. On her application she said “I noticed when I learned something new, 
I wanted to share it with my fellow co-workers.  When an opening for a nurse educator position 
became available, I knew in my heart that was the next step in my nursing journey.  There is a saying 
‘choose a job you love and you will never work a day in your life’”. Describing what she most values 
about working at Gaylord, Kristen said “I see Gaylord as an innovator for what specialty hospitals can 
accomplish with a team of dedicated members. It’s no wonder why patients from all over the country 
choose Gaylord for rehab.”

This year the Kornguth Scholarship was awarded to two recipients:
• Chrissy Rutigliano is the practice supervisor for Outpatient Medical Services and is pursuing a degree 

in healthcare management from Central Connecticut State University. In describing her motivation 
to continue her education, Chrissy said: “I have instilled in my children the importance of furthering 
their education in order to have a better life and now, it’s my turn to practice what I’ve been saying.” Her 
supervisor Jacob Hunter states that “Chrissy is a doer, and can absolutely be counted on to get the job 
done in a timely fashion.  She is a strong advocate for our patients and shows tremendous empathy for 
those going through challenging times.  She also has a wonderful and appropriate dosage of humor that 
helps to keep the clinic environment fun to work in.”        

• Carrie Micker is a student nursing assistant on Lyman 1 and is working toward her degree in nursing at 
Goodwin University. Her nurse manager states that “she cares for each patient as if they were her own 
family member.” In reflecting upon Gaylord, she says “I have never been in a workplace in which I felt 
so at ease.  I trust the people I work with. I have a love for Gaylord that I never thought I would have for 
a place of work.”                                                                                                     
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Submit the signatures of 3 research 
authors and be entered into a 
drawing to win a gift card!

You can meet the authors on Friday, May 20 from 12-
1pm in the Luscomb Hallway. Prior to the event, use the 
Research page on Gaylord.org (https://www. gaylord.org/
Patients-Families/About/Research) to discover authors 
for signatures. Written signatures or an email “signature” 
to you from an author of research studies, case reports or 
poster presentations all qualify. Authors can be from any 
Gaylord location and you may mix and match if you like.
 
Completed signature forms can be put in the labeled box 
on the refreshment table during the poster session on May 
20th or emailed to: lcullen@gaylord.org

Friday, May 20, 2022
Clinical Trials Day
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Friday, May 20, 2022
Clinical Trials Day

Author Signature Form

1._______________________________

2._______________________________

3._______________________________

Your Name:______________________
Department:________________________

Completed signature forms can be put in the labeled box on the refreshment 
table during the poster session on May 20 or emailed to: lcullen@gaylord.org



Frequent Links

Clinical Online Resources

• CINAHL Complete
• DynaMed
• Dynamic Health
• Lexicomp
• Patient Education Reference Center
• UpToDate
• CT-Vitals Death Registry System 

Helpful Links

• Employee Phone Directory
• Cafeteria Menu
• HealthStream
• Employment Opportunities
• Gaylord Email

Kronos & ADP

• ADP iPay
• ADP iPay Registration How-To
• Kronos Login
• Kronos End User Guides
• Gaylord Kronos Training
• Kronos v8.1 Upgrade

Suicide Prevention

• Suicide Prevention Handout
• Suicide Prevention Lifeline
• Policy

QuickLaunch

• Employee Assistance Program
• Conference & Education
• Employee Resource Center
• EPSI
• Forms
• Lost And Found
• Online Occurrence Reporting System
• Organizational Chart
• Prohibited Abbreviations List
• Policies & Procedures
• SDSonline
• Stratus Translator Dial-In
• AMRPA Leadership

Helpdesk

• IT Helpdesk
• Email Archiver
• Email Archiver Instructions
• Network Password Manager
•  Biomed Helpdesk
• Facilities-EVS Helpdesk
• Outlook Web Access

MediMobile

• MediMobile Login
• CogentHMG

CARF

• Conference Videos for CARF

Green Box Highlight: Frequent Links

Intranet Info

Clinical online resources, employee phone directory, Helpdesk and more.

The new intranet site is up and running. Are you still seeing the old site? If so, simply click on the Gaylord Specialty 
Healthcare logo on the top left of the homepage. Please note, Internet Explorer will no longer be supported or 
available in June. IT will be updating all computers to change the default browser to Chrome sometime in early June.  

Shortcuts to our sharepoint homepage should be directed to http://portal

page 15

http://portal/SitePages/Home.aspx
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feed me

LET’S GO CAMPING MAY 9-13
HOSPITAL AND NURSES’ 
WEEK 2022
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VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED

Join your co-workers for the Annual 
Ellie Brown Memorial Roadside 
Clean-Up. Volunteers may dress 
casually that day. Free refreshments, 
courtesy of the Community Relations 
Committee at Laskara Restaurant. 
To sign-up email:
 Jamesrusso@gaylord.org. 

Wednesday, June 8
4 p.m.

            Help Clean-up 
                         Gaylord Farm Road
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Joyanna Zdrojowy PT, DPT, OCS

Emmanuel Caicedo PT, DPT, CSCS 

Max DeMartino PT, DPT, CSCS 

Rebecca L. Juliano PT, MSPT 

Jason LePage PT, DPT, CSCS 

Eddie Pomales PT, DPT, ATC, CSCS 

William B. Russo PT, DPT, ATC 

Matthew Scavo PT, DPT 

Kayla Trobec PT, DPT  

Dianne Turcotte PT, DPT

Michael Velasquez PT, DPT, CF-L3, CSCS

Mark Wojda PT, DPT  

Meet the North Haven 
Orthopedic PT Staff

The April 2022 expansion in North Haven extended the treating 
space to 12,500 square feet. This improvement opened up the floor 
space for the orthopedic team and allowed additional equipment for 
patients to benefit from in their treatment plan. 

Orthopedic PT staff are using the BITS and new Zero-G Gait and 
Balance System to aid the recovery of soccer and football players 
who have experienced ACL and Achilles tears. The zig-zagging 
motion of darting back and forth, or cutting, on the field can 
cause these injuries. Using rehab technology with the athletes, 
the staff can replicate game-time moves and remove some of the 
apprehension of falling or aggravating the injury. 

The licensed therapists work alongside rehab aides, intake 
representatives and benefits staff to provide a fantastic patient 
experience, as evidenced by the 4.9/5 star reviews on Google. Kudos 
for the excellent care that continued during the construction in the 
past year.  



Healthy Action to Benefit 
Independence & Thinking®

HABIT Program Information

Lengthening the road to cognitive 
decline with the help of HABIT
Gaylord Specialty Healthcare is proud to offer 
Healthy Action to Benefit Independence & 
Thinking® (HABIT), a brain and body wellness 
program for people living with Mild Cognitive 
Impairment (MCI). 

What is HABIT?
The HABIT program is developed to support 
individuals with recently diagnosed MCI to learn 
the best skills for maintaining independence. The 
program focuses on adjustment to the diagnosis 
of MCI, adaptation to cognitive and functional 
limitations, brain wellness education, physical 
and cognitive exercise, and stress/emotional 
management. 

How Does the HABIT Program Work?
HABIT is a 10-day program, administered over 
two consecutive weeks (Monday to Friday, 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m.), where participants work with a 
multidisciplinary team of neuropsychologists, 
social workers, speech-language pathologists, 
and certified yoga instructors in a group-based 
program. All participants attend five components 
each day, including:

• Memory Compensation Training
• Cognitive Exercise
• Yoga
• Wellness Education Series
• Support Group

What is the cost of HABIT?
$2,400/ participant + caregiver
*Insurance does not cover the program

Who Benefits from HABIT?
HABIT is for people who have received a 
diagnosis of amnestic MCI from a possible 
underlying neurodegenerative condition within 
the last year. The program is developed to 
benefit both patients and their caregivers. 
Therefore, all participants must have a partner 
(spouse, sibling, friend, caregiver) to participate. 

For more information visit:

gaylord.org/HABIT
or call: (203) 741-3413

© HABIT Healthy Action to Benefit Independence & Thinking® was developed at Mayo Clinic and is a 
trademark owned by Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research.

© 2022 Gaylord Specialty Healthcare. All rights reserved                 HABIT/PR_5/2022 

If you have Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) you may be aware that your memory or 
mental function has ‘slipped’. MCI is the stage between expected cognitive decline 

(normal aging) and the more serious decline of dementia. It’s characterized by 
problems with memory, language, thinking or judgment. 



Log in to take the 1% Challenge.

Don’t have an eM Life account? 
Create an employee account here

After 20 days

$50 Gift Card

Reward

© 2021 eMindful LLC      eMindful.com      855-211-1529 ext 2

How the 1% Challenge Works
• Enrollment starts the first time you participate in 

any mindfulness activity between June 1st - 30st.

• Practice 14 minutes of mindfulness a day with a live 
or on-demand session via the eM Life app or web, 
through the October 31st end date.

• Join The Connection to support the charity of your 
choice. Your default community is Compassionate 
Connection to support Mental Health America.

• Your mindfulness minutes will be doubled and 
donated through The Connection for a greater 
impact.

• Rewards are earned at 20 days of consecutive or 
nonconsecutive participation.

• Rewards will be picked up at Human Resources after 
the challenge.

Connection that magnifies results | By giving to yourself you give to others

Take the 1% Challenge
Start this new year more present in your daily life - benefiting your 

relationships, emotional health, and overall well-being.

CELEBRATE
Earn rewards and donate to charity for 

every minute you practice

PARTICIPATE
Login and start your 1% Challenge 

between October 1st - 31st

DEDICATE
Practice mindfulness for 14 minutes 

a day in our live or on-demand 
sessions up to October 31st

Discover the power of 1%
1% of your day is only 14 minutes

https://vibe.emindful.com/login/gaylordspecialty?utm_source=flyer&utm_medium=csd
https://vibe.emindful.com/signup/gaylordspecialty?utm_source=flyer&utm_medium=csd
https://emindful.com/home/?utm_source=flyer&utm_medium=csd
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